
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1571

what!

Upon hearing this, the Baiyi family’s expressions suddenly changed,

and there was a sudden bad feeling in their hearts.

follow closely!

They saw a group of security guards rushing toward this side at a fast

pace, the speed was so fast that they were all ferocious, and there was

even a hint of tension in their eyes.

“Lin Fan, forgot to tell you, this super villa area is not accessible to

everyone! If you trespass, you will be broken and thrown out!”

“Zhu Yuqing, why didn’t you say it before?”

Shen Yumei roared angrily, the other party’s vicious heart, this is

deliberately wanting Lin Fan to die!

just!

Zhu Yuqing smiled viciously:

“It’s my shit, who made this rubbish pretend to be compared?

Pretending to be struck by lightning, I have never heard of it, that’s

what he deserves!”

In her opinion, Lin Fan is dead!

Because all the people living in this super villa area are rich or noble, if

an outsider disturbs him, all the security personnel in the entire villa

area will have to be fired.

Therefore, the security of the super villa area is the most stringent. Ten

steps, one post and five steps, one sentry, it is not an exaggeration to

describe it as being heavily guarded.

When Zhu Yuqing said that someone had trespassed in the villa area,

all the security personnel rushed from all directions.

Seeing their physique and temperament, you know that this is not an

ordinary security guard, but a group of special soldiers who serve as

security guards after retiring.

“Who dares to trespass into the super villa area?”

An inch young man asked in a deep voice, he was the boss of this

group.

Zhu Yuqing smiled viciously and pointed to Lin Fan and said:

“It’s this rubbish, he pretends to be the owner of the super villa area,

you quickly clean him up!”

Seeing this, Lu Danqing also laughed unkindly, Lin Fan pretended to be

forced to be beaten, and also caused Bai Yi and the others to be driven

out.

Such a humiliating thing, I am afraid that Bai Yi will be disappointed

with this waste, right?

God helps me too!

Now!

The security captain looked at Lin Fan coldly:

“Boy, find the fault, right?”

“I will give you one minute to get out, or I will break your leg!”

Hear the words!

Lin Fan smiled, did not speak, but directly handed it a gold card!

The moment the captain took the card, he drew a breath of air-

conditioning, revealing an expression of seeing a ghost!

Gold…Golden Dragon Card?

The top Golden Dragon Card in Yulong Bay?

“What are you doing in a daze? Are you stupid? Don’t you want to get

rid of this waste?”

When Zhu Yuqing saw that they were not moving, he immediately

became angry, and yelled at the security captain:

However, at this moment!

“Everyone has it, stand at attention!”

The security captain roared.

See it!

Zhu Yuqing laughed grinningly now, thinking that they were going to

drive away Lin Fan, and said even more arrogantly:

“Count you guys! If you don’t drive him out again, I will complain to

your senior management!”

just!

The next scene surprised her! ”

All the security personnel stood at attention, and their expressions

suddenly became solemn and respectful.

Then Qi Qi bowed to Lin Fan:

“Mr. Lin!!!”

Quiet!

The audience fell into a dead silence, the grinning smiles on Zhu

Yuqing and Lu Danqing’s faces completely solidified, and the whole

person was directly about to explode.

Lin… Mr. Lin?

They stared at Lin Fan in disbelief.

These security personnel were so polite to them, but they bowed to Lin

Fan together?

Could this guy really be the owner of this super villa area?

This… how is this possible!

boom!

They felt that their heads were about to explode, and the sweat kept

slipping from their foreheads.

At this moment, the Baiyi family was completely stunned, unable to say

a word.

“Impossible. The cheapest property in this super residential area is 200

million yuan. How can this waste have so much money?”

Zhu Yuqing yelled like a shrew, and at the same time looked at Bai Yi:

“Bai Yi, don’t think I don’t know, you bought this house, right?”
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